703 PERSONAL NAME – PROVENANCE OR OWNERSHIP (NEW)

Field Definition
This field contains the name of a person regarding any type of provenance and / or ownership (previous ownership or custodianship, author of signature, informal dedication, annotations, etc.), that apply uniquely to the item.

Occurrence
Optional. Repeatable.

Indicators
Indicators are as for field 700

Subfields
Subfields are as for field 700 with the following addition.

$5 Institution to which the Field Applies
Name of institution to which field applies in coded form if it is considered necessary by the agency which create the record to identify specific attributes of an item.

If the subfield is used codes should be entered in accordance with the provisions of International Standard Identifier for Libraries and Related Organizations (ISIL), ISO 15511. (Existing records may contain codes from MARC Code List for Organizations, the full name of the agency or a national code.)

If the institution holds more than one copy the shelfmark of the item should be added after a colon. Not repeatable.

Notes on field contents
The same guidelines apply as for field 700.

This field is primarily intended for use in holdings records. However, if the agency which create the record does not use the UNIMARC Holdings Format, and the attributes of an item are created at bibliographic record level, this field is used, where applicable, for entities (personal names) that have any kind of provenance and / or ownership regarding a specific item.

Subfield $5, code of the Institution to Which Field Applies, is used only when the provenance or ownership apply to an individual copy.

Related fields
713 CORPORATE BODY NAME – PROVENANCE OR OWNERSHIP
723 FAMILY NAME – PROVENANCE OR OWNERSHIP

Examples
EX 1: 317 ## SaPert. na f. [2]: «T. NORTON»$5PTBN: CAM. 2 P.
317 ## SaNota manuscrita na folha de guarda: «Pertencia a livraria de D. Francisco Manuel de Mello»;
nl p. de tít.: «Manoel Lopes Teixir.*»; na última f.: «D. Jer. mo Correa da Costa»$5PTBN: CAM. 4 P.
703 #1 SaNorton,$bTomás,$f1800?–1860$4390$5PTBN: CAM. 2 P.
703 #1 SaManuel,$bFrancisco de Melo,$f1773–1851$4390$5PTBN: CAM. 4 P.
703 #1 SaTeixeira,$bManuel Lopes$4390$5PTBN: CAM. 4 P.
703 #1 SaCosta,$bJerónimo Correia da$4390$5PTBN: CAM. 4 P.
| EX 2: 317 ## | $a$ Pert. na f. [2]: «LIVRARIA DE D. FRANC. MANUEL» (carimbo)$5$PTBN: CAM. 1 P. |
| EX 3: 703 #1 | $a$ Rato,$b$ Brito,$f$ 1899-1982$5$PTBN: CAM. 1 P. |